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Abstract 

 

This paper tells about the biological definition of Intelligent Robotics and Autonomous agents. Intelligence means to a system of 

self-maintenance. The notion of representation not be restricted with a theoretic semantics and expression. The dynamics at various 

stages plays a vital role in forming representation. 
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A large part of your life, you are moving around and manipulating objects: preparing a meal, typing a text, washing the dishes, 

building a house, assembling a bicycle, etc. Take a closer look at these actions, and you’ll notice that they require a huge number 

of skills: recognizing the objects; estimating where they are; discriminating between “obstacles” and the objects you are really 

interested in; planning what to do and how to do it; moving arms, hands, and fingers to the right places and in the correct way in 

order to bring the objects where you want them; in the meantime continuously adapting the motions to inputs from all of your 

senses (vision, touch, and hearing being the most relevant for manipulation tasks)[1]. The Intelligence Robotics has achieved 

certain growth in the world from the past and till now. And also it will achieve many thongs in the future too. So now we are going 

to discuss about the Intelligent Robotics in our life style. 

II. INTELLIGENT ROBOTICS: THE PAST 

Practical robotics had its origins inside factories manufacturing products on assembly lines, where speed, precision, and reliability 

were paramount. Thus both human tedium and imprecision were done away with whilst improving the uniformity of a quality 

product which could come off the assembly line relentlessly around the clock. Precision machine tools are considered the 

inspiration of such a development. With the flexibility of programming and the training supplied by a skilled operator, robots could 

carry out very complex, humanlike, repetitive tasks. Coping with environmental variability could only be accomplished with sensor 

feedback, this leading to what was known as the third robot generation.  

It soon became apparent that higher degrees of intelligence were needed to accommodate variability and uncertainty. As robots 

migrated out of the fixed automation, fully structured factory assembly lines into the unstructured and unpredictable worlds of 

space, underwater, in the air and on the ground, where many of the future applications could be imagined, it became clear that a 

complementary range of sensors and considerable artificial intelligence would be needed to achieve autonomy. This striving for 

autonomy in complex, unstructured and unpredictable environments, sometimes cohabited by humans became and still is the holly 

grail of robotics and has given rise to the field of 'intelligent robotics' where perception, reasoning and actuation are highly coupled 

to achieve useful tasks with little human guidance [See Figure 1].  
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Fig. 1: 

III. INTELLIGENT ROBOTICS: THE PRESENT 

First, there is a need to know how a robotic manipulator's links are configured in space or where a mobile robot is [2] and how it 

is posed. Since manipulator links are interconnected and the geometry is known, a combination of shaft encoder readings (or 

equivalent) and the derivation of the inverse kinematics can determine the position and pose of the end effector (hand) fairly 

accurately. Flexure, backlash, and pay-load variations do, however, add error but this is usually manageable, perhaps with the 

addition of special devices such as lasers and cameras. Attempts of carry out similar evaluations on a free roaming mobile robot 

using only odometry have not been satisfactory since wheel slippage, load distribution, support surface undulations and wheel 

shape imperfections introduce errors which are accumulative and unrecoverable from. Following fixed lines on or signals under 

the floor, whilst workable, restricts the mobility of the robot.  

The use of beacons at known locations and scanners can be very effective but site preparation is still required. There has been a 

definite trend in recent times to use only natural landmarks to achieve location/pose (localisation) without site preparation, 

sometimes without even knowledge of the site beforehand. If the site is known, sensors on-board the robot still have to perform 

the 'data association' task to relate current sensor measurements to previously stored map information. 

IV. INTELLIGENT ROBOTICS: THE FUTURE 

Leaving Science Fiction aside, the expectations concerning intelligent robotic technology development over the next decade or so 

are quite modest. The practical application domains where robotic technology is most likely to be used are:  

1) Transport (public and private) 

2) Exploration (oceans, space, deserts etc.)  

3) Mining (dangerous environments) 

4) Civil Defence (search and rescue, fire fighting etc.)  

5) Security/Surveillance (patrol, observation and intervention) 

6) Domestic Services (cleaning etc.) 

7) Entertainment (robotic toys etc.) 

8) Assistive Technologies (support for the fragile)  

9) War Machines  

10) Scientific Instrumentation (e.g. synchrotron sample preparation, chemical screening etc.) 

Surely heavy duty operations in mines and industry, mineral exploration, hazardous environments and a host of other 

applications of this kind would still be robot related, but the need for sophisticated machine intelligence could be severely 

diminished.  

The main challenges for the future of intelligent robotics are: 

1) Improvements of the quality, robustness, smaller size and reduced cost of camera, laser range, ultrasonics, radar, and inertial 

sensors.  

2) Improvements in computational power at low cost. This aspect will not need any special attention because of existing market 

forces.  

3) Improvement in mechanisms for robot platforms in terms of weight, strength, and capability and the use of new materials, 

including ceramics, carbon fibre, titanium etc. 

4) Improvements in navigation algorithms including natural landmark based approaches, recovery mechanisms, accommodation 

of varying cost structures related to navigability, collision risk, visibility etc. 
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5) Improvements of Human/Machine cooperation, including communication, task refinement, intervention etc. 6. Improvement 

in risk assessment and endurance in terms of operational times and graceful degradation. 

6) Clarification of legal aspects of humans and robots working together. 

7) Better understanding of emotional aspects of robots working with humans. 

8) Evolution of the robot/biology cross-inspirational trend. 

9) Development of robotic ethics. 

V. AUTONOMOUS AGENTS 

Autonomous agency theory (AAT) is a viable system theory (VST) which models autonomous social complex adaptive systems. 

It can be used to model the relationship between an agency and its environment(s), and these may include other interactive agencies. 

The nature of that interaction is determined by both the agency's external and internal attributes and constraints. Internal attributes 

may include immanent dynamic "self" processes that drive agency change.An autonomous robot is a robot that 

performs behaviors or tasks with a high degree of autonomy. This feature is particularly desirable in fields such as spaceflight, 

household maintenance (such as cleaning), waste water treatment and delivering goods and services. . It can also be considered as 

an intelligent agent operating on an owner's behalf without interfering that ownership entity. Such agents appears according to a 

multiply cited statement non accessible IBM white paper as follows: 

They are software entities which carry out a bunch of operations on behalf of the user or other programs with some amount of 

independency or autonomy, and in such work, they even induce some knowledge or representation of the user's needs or wishes. 

Such an agent is a small system situated in, and is included as a technical or natural environment, which senses any or some status 

of that environment, and acts on it in pursuit of its own agenda. Such an agenda evolves from drives (or programmed goals).  

The agent acts to change an estimated part of the environment or of its status and influences what it sensed. Non-biological 

examples are intelligent agents, autonomous robots, and various software agents, some artificial life agents, and many computer 

viruses.  A biological example is not yet found to be defined. 

VI. OVERVIEW OF MULTI-AGENT WORK 

The last decade has witnessed a shift in research emphasis toward physical implementations of robotics in general and mobile 

robotics in particular. Most of the work in robotics so far has focused on control of a single agent, but a few efforts have begun to 

address multi-robot systems.Agent technology is playing an increasingly important role in developing distributed, intelligent, and 

collaborative engineering applications. The innate difficulties of interoperation between heterogeneous agent communities and 

rapid development of multi-agent systems have motivated the emergence of FIPA specifications and the proliferation of multi-

agent system platforms or toolkits that implement FIPA specifications. FIPA compliant multi-agent framework called Autonomous 

Agent Development Environment (AADE). Originating from the engineering fields, AADE can facilitate the rapid development 

of collaborative engineering applications (especially in engineering design and manufacturing fields) through the provision of 

reusable packages of agent level components and programming tools. An agent oriented engineering project on the development 

of a collaborative product design environment is implemented based on the facilities which is provided by AADE.The field of 

artificial life (Alife) focuses on bottom-up modeling of various complex systems, including simulations of colonies of ant-like 

agents. 

Our own work is related to artificial life in that both are concerned with exploiting the dynamics of local interactions between 

agents and the world in order to create complex global behaviors. However, work in Alife does not typically deal with agents 

situated in physically realistic worlds. Additionally, it usually treats much larger populations sizes that the work presented here. 

Finally, it most commonly employs genetic techniques for evolving the agents' comparatively simple control systems.  

VII. POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS 

There are numerous application areas for autonomous agents. Some of the already investigated are:  maintenance activities in 

radiation-prone or toxic environments [5] means for the disabled [6] deep-seaexploration and exploitation [7] servicing, 

management, and assembly tasks in space [8, 9]  planetary exploration .  

The objectives for developing these kinds of agents are mainly humane such as, replacing humans in hazardous, strenuous, or 

repetitive tasks. However, there may also be economic objectives, such as enhanced productivity, profitability, or quality. In 

addition, there is an enormous potential of unexplored applications which certainly will be investigated in the future, for example, 

personal household robots.[10] 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Viable_system_theory
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Complex_adaptive_systems
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robot
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Behavior-based_robotics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Autonomy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spaceflight
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Waste_water_treatment
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Fig. 2:  

VIII. CONCLUSION 

For the past decades the great resolution have emerged the design of intelligent robotic systems and the autonomous agents 

progressed in the roots and it is also distributed in Artificial Intelligence (AI). The research based on autonomous agent have 

concentrated higher on social research, coordination and conflicts. 
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